Abstract. We present Kripke modal transition systems (Kripke MTSs), a generalization of modal transition systems 25, 24], as a foundation for three-valued program analysis. The semantics of Kripke MTSs are presented by means of a mixed power domain of states; soundness and consistency are proved. Two major applications, model checking partial state spaces and three-valued program shape analysis, are presented as evidence of the suitability of Kripke MTSs as a foundation for threevalued analyses.
Introduction
Speci cation and analysis models are inherently uncertain|the non-determinism in representations of concurrent programs, \loose" system speci cations, and imprecise control-ow graphs used for interprocedural ow analysis are three examples.
Uncertainty impacts the analysis and validation of such structures: A traditional analysis algorithm either decides that a property holds or fails to reach a decision (returns \don't know"). Sometimes a \don't know" answer can be re ned by analyzing : but the uncertainty in the model (as well as the antimonotonicity of negation) often prevent this tactic.
Ideally, a speci cation formalism | whether it be labeled transition systems 28], Z 38 ], UML-class diagrams 34], or control-ow graphs 14] | should permit \explicit" uncertainty that can be reasoned about, but this is usually not the case. Fortunately, there is an alternative formalism: a modal transition system (MTS) 25, 24] lets its user express state-transition behaviors that (i) necessarily occur, (ii) possibly occur, and (iii) not possibly occur. Transitions between states are labeled with a modality | may or must. A transition's modality states whether it expresses possible (may) behavior or de nite (must) behavior. 1 Figure 1 shows an example MTS|a speci cation of a slot machine, where some behaviors of the nal implementation are xed (the must-transitions) and ? With such a speci cation, some properties can be necessarily validated, others can be possibly validated, and still others can be necessarily refuted. Reasoning on MTSs is precisely de ned by a modal logic that includes an unrestricted use of negation and is nonetheless capable of quantifying over computation paths and next-states 6]. Unlike conventional state-transition modellings, which are over-approximations made by adding more computation paths 8, 7] , thereby limiting validation to safety properties (\nothing bad will happen"), MTSs allow both safety and liveness properties (\something good will happen") to be deduced. As a bonus, the outcomes of analyses are three-valued, as stated in (i)-(iii) in the earlier paragraph, meaning that validation, refutation, and conditional reasoning can be undertaken in the framework.
To demonstrate this power, we present two applications of MTSs, which heretofore, were expressed in three-valued logic: These applications, and others, can be neatly expressed in the framework of MTSs, providing evidence that { MTSs are useful for reasoning about programs in the face of partial, preliminary, or incomplete information; { the logic for MTSs can express properties of practical interest; { MTSs naturally apply to areas where three-valued logic was believed to be the foundation; and { the MTS format exposes possibilities for generalization and extension.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 reviews doubly labeled transition systems 10] and shows how their behaviors are characterized by logics of \live-ness" and \safety." Section 3 introduces Kripke MTSs, their re nement relation, and their mixed-powerdomain semantics 15, 18] within the modal mu-calculus.
In Section 4, we present partial Kripke structures and extended labeled transition systems, proving that they embed into Kripke MTSs. Section As Figure 2 shows, each state is annotated with the set of primitive properties that hold for it. Behaviors are compared by means of simulation:
De nition 2 (Simulation). Let closed under relational composition and union; the identity relation on the state set is a simulation. Thus, the set of simulations on C A forms a preorder.
The intuition behind a simulation, Q, is that a transition made by C can be \mimicked" by one in A. In practice, one of C or A is an \implementation" and the other is its \abstraction" or \speci cation" or \model," which must be analyzed for correctness properties. 2 The inclusion of L(s) into the de nition prevents inconsistencies if we convert state propositions into action labels. This result suggests that, to calculate liveness properties of an implementation, A, we construct a system, C, and calculate the greatest live simulation. Then, liveness properties that are deduced to hold for C's states will hold for the corresponding states in A. Reading the result in the contrapositive, we might model an implementation, C, by an abstract model, A, and use the latter to refute liveness properties of C.
Live Simulations

Safe simulations
The dual of a live simulation is a safe one: A simulation, Q 
Modal transition systems
The variations on simulations, validations, and refutations can be elegantly organized into a single framework by means of a modal transition system (MTS).
To appreciate MTSs, Larsen and Thompson's original motivation 25] is useful: An MTS is a speci cation in state-transition form, where \loose" transitions (that is, transitions that may or may not be present in the nal implementation) are labeled as may-transitions, and \tight" transitions, which must be preserved in the nal implementation, are labeled as must-transitions. Review Figure 1 .
Since a transition that must be present in the nal implementation may be present as well, every must-transition is by de nition a may-transition.
This same idea also applies to the atomic properties that label an MTS's { must ?! and L must are paired, because they de ne a system of transitions and properties that must be preserved in any implementation of the MTS. Here is how an MTS, A, is re ned towards a nal implementation: De nition 4 (Re nement). A re nement between Kripke MTSs C and A is a relation Q C A such that, for all s 2 C and t 2 A , if Q(s; t), then For C to be a re nement of A, it must preserve all must-aspects of A and it may selectively discard A's may-aspects.
When an MTS K has must ?! = must ?! and L must = L may , we call K concrete| it is a \ nal implementation". Concrete Kripke MTSs are essentially the doubly labeled transition systems of 10].
As usual, for Kripke MTSs C and A, there is a greatest re nement relation.
We write s r t to assert there is a re nement, Q C A , such that Q(s; t)
holds.
Consider the following modal logic, L, where p 2 AP and a 2 Act: ::= > j p j 1^ 2 j 1 _ 2 j a] j hai (3) Because of the presence of must-and may-aspects in MTSs, there are two equally interesting semantics for L; the rst one, the \necessarily" interpretation, de nes the states for which a proposition necessarily holds true (that is, the states for which the proposition holds for all future re nements/implementations): 
Negation
We can perform both validation and refutation on one MTS if we add negation to our logic; indeed, we add recursive de nition also, giving the modal-mu calculus 23, 2], ActMu:
::= > j p j Z j : j 1^ 2 j hai j a] j Z: (4) where p ranges over AP, Z over a (countable) set of variables, a 2 Act, and the bodies in Z: are formally monotone. This logic is very expressive, and important speci cation logics like CTL* can be embedded into it 9].
Given the must-and may-aspects of an MTS, the semantics of negation is delicate, and we follow Kelb 21] and Levi 26] This observation motivates application of MTSs to problems that rely on threevalued logic. The sections that follow develop two such case studies. 5 For nite K, L K] consists of sets L = fx 2 K j 9y 2 L: x yg ordered by inclusion; U K] has elements of the form U = fx 2 K j 9y 2 U : y xg, ordered by reverse inclusion. 6 The maps # i denote projections into the ith component. In addition to relying on just one ordering of truth values, the MTS formulation remains well de ned when the domain of states is non at, making it applicable to conventional abstraction frameworks 8, 7] . 9 Observe that such a pair uniquely determines the function f. 10 We identity K K with K f g K. We use in to denote the sole action type. 12 We assume that all such structures are nitely branching. 2. Given a partial bisimulation Q on an ETS E, its inverse Q ?1 is a re nement on the MTS T E], provided that Q is re exive. Coversely, the inverse R ?1 of a re exive re nement R on T E] is a partial bisimulation on E. Since v and are re exive, we conclude that ?1 equals v. 14 3. The semantics for propositional modal logic on ETSs E, given in (9), corresponds to the semantics j j ] nec of that fragment of ActMu on T E].
The next step in this development would be the combination of partiality in both atomic propositions and labeled transitions, which would exercise the Kripke MTS-formulations to the fullest.
Shape-based pointer analysis
An important form of pointer analysis is shape analysis 5, 12, 19, 35, 41] , where the contents of heap storage is approximated by a graph, whose nodes denote objects and whose arcs denote the values of the objects' elds. Local (\stack") variables that point into the heap are drawn as arcs pointing to the nodes. Figure 4 displays the syntax of such shape graphs. The example in the Figure depicts an approximation to a singly linked list of length at least two: Objects are circles; a double-circled object is a \summary node," meaning that it possibly represents more than one concrete object. Since the node objects were constructed from a class/struct that owns a next eld, objects have next-labeled arcs. For discussion, the objects are named u 1 and u 2 . Local variables x and y point to the objects. A solid arc denotes that a eld de nitely points to an object; a dotted arc means the eld possibly points to it. Thus, the self-arc on u 1 must be dotted because u 1 possibly denotes multiple nodes, meaning that a next dereference possibly points to one of the concrete objects denoted by the node. 13 Not given in this paper. 14 Both are re exive, being preorders.
Shape graphs can be encoded in various ways; to the right of the graph in Figure 4 , we display a coding due to Sagiv, Reps, and Wilhelm 35], who employ unary predicates to de ne local-variable points-to information and binary predicates to de ne eld points-to information. Like the Bruns and Godefroid application from the previous section, the representation uses Kleene's threevalued logic to de ne \necessarily points to" (value 1), \possibly points to" (1/2), and \not points to" (0), where the values are ordered 0 1=2 1.
An extra predicate, sm, remembers which nodes are summary nodes, and if desired, additional instrumentation predicates can be employed 5, 19, 35]; we do not pursue these here.
Shape graphs can be used as data values for a data-ow analysis, where the transfer functions for program statements transform an input shape graph into an output one. The transfer functions for three forms of assignment and object construction are displayed in Figure 5 as predicate-logic formulas, where logical connectives have their interpretations in Kleene's logic (e.g., conjunction is meet; disjunction is join; negation is strict complement).
At this point, a data-ow analysis can be assembled in the usual way 8, 14, 20, 30, 31]:
1. a control-ow graph is extracted from the source program, where transfer functions annotate the arcs of the graph; 2. a nite-height sup-semilattice of data-ow values (here, based on shape graphs) is de ned, where values from the semilattice will be collected at the nodes (program points) of the control-ow graph. Importantly, the join operation for the semilattice must be de ned; 3. a least xed-point calculation is undertaken on the ow equations induced by the control-ow graph.
For shape analysis, Step 2 is the most interesting, in that a single shape graph might be collected at each node (\independent attribute" analysis, e.g., 41]) or a set of shape graphs might be collected (\relational" analysis, e.g., 35]). In the former case, the join operation will likely weaken solid arcs and nodes into dotted ones when dissimilar graphs are joined; in the latter case, a bounded set union (widening 8]) operation must be employed, to ensure that no in nite set of graphs is ever constructed. For the latter, Sagiv, Reps, and Wilhelm 35] propose a widening operation based on \canonical abstraction," which we return to later. As demonstrated by Whaley and Rinard 41], shape graphs can be calculated for interprocedural and compositional ow analyses as well.
Once a data-ow analysis is complete, the shape graph(s) that are calculated for the various program points can be analyzed. Sagiv, Reps, and Wilhelm suggest that, once again, predicate logic be used to de ne safety properties that The last formula cannot be coded directly in the predicate logic, meaning that + is included as an additional operator.
Modal shape graphs
The dotted and solid arcs of shape graphs strongly suggest that modal transition systems lurk in the foundations, and so they do:
De nition 10 (Modal shape graph A data-ow analysis proceeds in the usual fashion. The \canonical abstraction" widening operation mentioned earlier has an elegant description in MTS format: consider a shape graph whose states (nodes) consist exactly of elements from the product 2 AP 2 AP . Then, an arbitrary shape graph is \widened" into its canonical abstraction by mapping each of its nodes, s, to the state named by (L must (s) n L may (s); AP n L may (s)), that is, a state is widened into sets of those atomic properties that the state necessarily has and those it necessarily does not have.
Representing properties as temporal formulas
Once a data-ow analysis builds a shape graph, we check the graph for correctness properties. The logic of MTSs, modal logic, is perfect for expressing properties of graphs. In the examples below, we use the CTL-subset 4, 9] of the modal mu-calculus. 16 1 models that a heap node is pointed to by some x that has an access path to, presumably the same, heap node pointed to by x. (Recall that EX a says, \there exists an a-transition to a next state where holds.")
In this manner, we successfully recast the standard approaches to shape analysis into MTS format.
Conclusions
The two case studies clearly show how modal transition systems provide a proper foundation for systematic development of computing problems whose outcomes take the form, \necessarily" (yes), \possibly" (maybe), and \not possibly" (no). These applications go beyond the traditional use for MTSs, namely, proving properties of loose speci cations.
In addition to the two case studies in this paper, there exist other examples of program analyses that are neatly expressed via MTSs; two noteworthy ones are { Whaley and Rinard's points-to escape analysis 41], where multi-threaded programs are analyzed for object sharing. Graphs similar to shape graphs are generated, where solid arcs represent assignments made by the thread being analyzed, and dotted arcs represent assignments made by other threads executing in parallel.
{ Interprocedural data-ow analysis 36, 33] , where graphs are used to denote control ow. Those program transitions that must occur (e.g., intraprocedural transitions) are denoted by solid arcs; transitions that might occur (e.g., procedure call-and return-arcs, where the exact procedure invoked or the exact invocation point is uncertain) are denoted by may-arcs. Other applications await discovery, and the relationships of our semantic framework to earlier studies of 3-valued modal logic 11, 29, 37] and intuitionistic modal logic 39] deserve examination as well.
